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SiTMMARY 

The method used to unrestigate the drift characteristics of a typiCa 

two-axis auto-pilot gyroscope when subJected to prolonged acceleration during 
flight m a Skylark rocket 1s described. 

Rocket attitude obtained from the gyroscopes under test 1s OOmpmed 

with rocket attitude determined from other instru'nentat~on systems to obtain 
gyro-drift. The principal reference system used to determine missile 
attitude 1s provided by three ratio-interferometers fitted to the rocket. 
A secondwy reference system oomprises an aerial-survey camera whxh is 
installed m the vehicle and used to photograph ground markers. 

The instrumentation referred to has been developed and flown in a serzes 
of Skylark rockets. The programme of firings is s ummarised and the accuracy 
of the instrumentation systems as.;es:ied. Ground equipments used to carry out 
pre-flight &-tit measurements on the gyroscopes under test are also briefly 
described. 

Typrcs.1 gyro-drift data obtained from flight results and measurements 
made before flight are given, together with coxlusions based on data from 

twc'ive wcscopes tested during the programme. 

*Repl,~ces RAE Techucsl Report 68231 - ARC 31067 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Drift of the spm-axis of a two-sxls gyroscope 1s due to error toi*ques 
about the gimbal axes. These can be caused as follcws:- 

(a) Electromagnetx torques due to pick-offs on the gimbals. 
(b) Wmdage effects from the spinning rotor. 
(c) Frxtion m the gimbal bearings. 

(d) Mass unbalance effects. 
(e) Anlso-elzsticrty m the structure of the gyroscope. 
(f) A random drift can also occur If temperature gradients exist =n the 

structure of the gyroscope. 

Error torques caused by (a) and (b) above are constant, but torques due 
to (c), (d) and (e) are all affected by acceleration of the gyroscope. The 

aim of the programme described 111 this Report was to investigate the effect 
of a prolonged and high acceleratxon on the drift characteristics of a 
typxcal mux3~le auto-pilot gyroscope. 

It 1s not easy to apply a unrdrrectional acceleration of several 'g' to 
a gyroscop? m the laboratory. To overcome this drfficulty Skylark rockets 
were used to apply a reasonably constant acceleration to a number of gyroscopes 
for a period of 30 to 40 seconds. The type of instrument selected for these 
experiments was a specully modified version of the two-axis gyroscope 
GW5 Wk.4 known as GW5 Mk.5. It was estimated that each gyroscope would show 
a total drift of approximately 50 arc minutes during the acceleration perxod 
of the Skylark rocket. 

Dritt of the spzn-axis of the&oscope can be determined by comparzng 
missile attitude obtained from the gyroscope vnth musile attitude obtained 
from other sowces. It was considered possible to measure the attitude of 
the rocket s&l therefore the frame of the gyroscope during flight to .an 
accuracy of better than 210 arc minutes by two other systems. The first 
system COmprises three radio-interferometers whxh aYe fitted to the Skylark 

rocket and illuminated by two down-range transmitters during flight. In the 
second system a camera 1s fitted 111 the rocket and arranged to photoaaph 
accurately surveyed ground markers. Missile attitude durxng flight can then 
be derived from the recorrered camera record. Data from the gyroscopes under 
test and the radio-uterferometers are telemetered. 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THR GYROSCCPFS UNDRR TEST 

The GW3 Mk.3 gyroscope is a two-sxis gyro which is manufactured by 
Reid and Sigrist Limited. The star-connected rotor reqwes a 3 phase 

400 c/s 115 volt power supply of 8 watts (approtitely) and has a nor&l 
running speed of 22800 rev/min. Each gimbal is fitted with sn ac pick-off 
which is energised by a 36 volt 1300 c/s power supply. A voltage output 

proportional to gimbal position is obtained from each pick-off by means of 
a demodulator which is connected to the output of the ac pick-off and is 
prorrided with a reference signal from the 36 volt ac power supply. 
Movement of the gyro spin-axis is recorded during pre-flight laboratory 
tests by reflecting a beam of light from a mirror fixed to the inner gimbal 
onto a screen (see Fig.2). A window is provided in the cover of the 
gjrroscope for this purpose (Fig.1). The drift rate of the gyroscope is 
specified by the manufacturer as being less than 15 de&r when tested in 

the earth's gravitational field (see Note (i)). 

The gyroscope is basically the auto-pilot gyroscope GW5 Mk.4 with 
certain modifications to make it suitable for the gyro-drift experiments. 
These modifications are as follows:- 

(a) Themotorisedcaging mechanism of the instrument has been redesigned 
so that the spin-axis of the gyroscope can rotate through 360 degrees about 
the outer gimbal axis. This was necessary because the Skylark rocket may 
roll through more than 360 degrees during its flight (due to fin misalignment 
torques). Although the principal gyro-drift experiments have been carried 
out with Skylark rockets fitted with a roll-stabilised head (see section 4) 
the roll control unit was not available for some of the earlier instrumenta- 
tion proving trisls'. In addition, the 360 degrees of freedom about the 

outer gimbal axis allows the gyroscope to be tested on a turn-table in the 

(il Note 
The gyroscope is tested by the manufacturer with the base of the instrument 
horizontal to prevent lateral forces due to gravity components acting on the 
gyro during the test. The instrument is mounted on a horizontal table with 
the spin-axis pointing Qirror north" so that the earth rate component about 
the inner gimbal axis is eliminated. The table is then driven at a constant 
angular velocity of Q sin 11 about a vertical axis to eliminate the effect 
of earth rotation about the outer gimbal axis. In this manner an accelera- 
tion of 1 g is applied to the gyro in the required direction and the 
effect of earth rotation can be neglected provided the duration of the test 
does not exceed a few minutes (C = earth rate of 15 de&r, ?i = latitude in 
degrees). 

. 
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laboratory'. Movement of the spin-axis of the gyroscope about the mer 
gimbal axis IS limlted to +70 degrees (approximately) whch 1s more than 
sufficient to accommodate the largest pitch and yaw angles of the rocket 
during powered flight. 

(b) It was cons&ered that the mayor part of the drift would be due 

to mass unbalance and would result in movement about the outer gimbal 3x13 
because each gyroscope is fitted m the rocket with the spm-axis of the 
rotor normal to the direction xn which maximum acceleration occurs (Fig.3). 
An optical pick-off was therefore developed by G.E.C. St-ore3 which gave a 
more accurate measurement of drift about the outer gimbal axis than could be 
obtained from the ao pxk-off. 

A light alloy vane 1s attached to the outer gimbal of the gyroscope 
and arranged to pass between an xlluminated slit and two photo-transistors 
fixed to the frame of the gyroscope (see Fig.lc). Radial slits in the vane 
produce a train of pulses from the photo-transistors as the outer gimbal 
rotates through the datum position Inboated by the positive pulse (see F1g.5). 
Tiple radial slits in the vane occur at Intervals of 2 degrees and extend 

t?6 degrees on either side of the datum posItion. Each sLt produces a pulse 
having an amplitude of about 2 volts and a pulse-width at the half amplitude 
points of 10 arc minutes (approximately). It can be seen from Fig.6 that at 

the Instant when a pulse occurs the position of the outer gimbal can be 
determined to a? acclracy of ?I arc minute. The pick-off does not give a 
continuous output but It does give an accurate in&c&Ion of the rotatxon of 
tne spin-axis of the gyroscope about the outer gimbal axis at intervals of 
two degrees near the caged position. The large pulses at the beginning and 

end of the pulse train (Fig.5) are caused by the edges of the vane. 

(c) To improve the repeatability of the drift characteristic of the 
gyroscopes when tested m the laboratory the working clearances zn the xuxr 
and outer gimbal bearrngs are kept to a minimum when the gyroscopes are 
assembled2. 

(d) The rotor bearings are preloaded to reduce the warm-up time required 
before repeatable drift results can be obtained from the gyroscopes when 
tested in the laboratory'. 
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3 INSl'R~Al'ION SYS!CEMS FOR D -G b5SSILE ATl!ITUDFi 

As already indicated x.n section 1 the drift of the GW5 Mk.3 gyroscope 

when subjected to acceleration is determined by comparing missile attitude 
obtained from gyroscopes of this type with missile attitude determined by 
using two other instrumentation techniques; a radio-interferometer system 

and a photographic method. A description of all three insirumentation 
systems is given in the following sections. 

3.1 Gyroscopes under test 

Two GW5 Mk.3 gyroscopes are fitted in the interferometer-bay of the 
test vehicle (see section 6 and Fig.17) with their spin-axes perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the missile as shown in Fig.3. The lower 

gyrosoope (position 1) is arranged to measure attitude of the head of the 
missile about the yaw and roll axes whilst the upper gyroscope (position 2) 
is arranged to measure attitude about the pitch and roll axes. The outer 
gimbal pick-offs measure roll attitude in the case of both gyroscopes under 

test. The voltage outputs from the photo-electric pick-offs on the outer 
gimbals, and from the demodulators associated with the ac pick-offs on the 

inner and outer gimbals are telemetered by an R.A.E. sub-miniature telemetry 
sender. (Telemetry Sender 1, see section 5.) 

. 

The ac pick-offs provide a continuous record of the attitude of the head 

of the missile but with limited aocuraoy. A more accurate measurement of 
attitude about the roll axis is obt-d from the photo-electric pick-offs, 
but as already explained (see section 2) these measurements are only available 
at certain angles i.e. every 2 degrees. A pro&mmed oscillation about the 
roll axis, having an amplitude of 5 degrees, is therefore superimposed on the 
roll-stabilised head of the missile. Since the period of the oscillation is 
4 see-ends a datum pulse (positive, see Fig..!?) is obtained every 2 seconds as 
the illuminated slit on the frame of the gyroscope moves past the datum slot 
in the vane fitted to the outer gimbal (Fig&). Two pulses on either side of 
the datum pulse (Flg.5) are also transmitted from each photo-electric 
pick-off during a complete oscillation of the head of the missile as the 

light source scans the slotted vane. A pulse is therefore transmitted from 
the photo-electric pick-off on the outer gimbal of each gyroscope every 

0.5 second, giving the position of the head of the missile about the roll 
axis to an aocuracy of &I arc minute at each of these instants in time. . 
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. 

The accuracy of the telemetered data obtained from both types of pick-off is 
ducussed zn more detail in section 8.1. 

The attitude of the missile 1s measured in the launcher4, so that the 

caged positions of the gyroscopes are known snd the total drifts from launch 
can be computed. Gyro-&tit rates however, are determined from some 

arbitrary datum when the rocket has reached an altitude of not less than 
5000 ft. The reasons for this are as follows:- 

(a) Drift of the gyroscopes is affected by other factors xn addition 
to acceleration during the launon phase, such as: 

(i) Movement of the spm-axes on uncaging the gyroscopes. 
(ii) Drift during the period between uncaging the gyroscopes 

and launch. 
(lip) Shock and vibration as the rocket moves along the launcher 

rails (length 90 ft approximately). 

(i) Data obtained from the interferometers and camera at rocket 
altrtudes below about 5000 ft are not sufficiently accurate. 

3.2 Radio-interferometers 

3.2.1 Prmciples of the interferometer system 

An elementary radio-interferometer 1s shown in Flg.7. It comprises two 
receiving aerials which are spaced by a distance 4? known as the base length. 
If a plane polarised electromagnetic wave is incident upon the interferometer 
so that the duectlon of propagation makes an angle 0 with the base of the 
interferometer, then assuming that?& distance between the aerials is 
neglqible compared with the distance between the interferometer and 
transmitter we have from Fig.7. 

v= e. 00s e cm 

where .S = interferometer base length (om) 
also A2B = 27~1 + $ rams of electrical phase 
where $ = phase difference at the two aerials (rad) 
and n = number of whole wavelengths 
therefore, 



a 

where h = wavelength of signal from transmitter (cm) 
therefore, 

00s e h a =-n+2K . .e ( > 
Hence the angle 0 which the interferometer base makes with the sight- 

line from the ixanamtter can be obtained from a knowledge of $ ad n. 

Drfferentiating # with respect to 0 in expression (1) gives the 
magntiicatlon factor of the urterferometer as follows: 

It can be seen from expression (2) that small variations in angle 0 
are magnified by the interferometer to give large changes in the electrical 
phase angle $, e.g. if .! = 10 h and the interferometer base is normal to 
the sight-line from the transrmtter so that sin 0 = 1 then the magnification 
1s about 60 (one minute of arc becomes one degree of electrical phase). 
E-xpression (2) was used to plot the graph shorn in Fig.8 which shows how the 
mngufication factor is reduced as the angle 0 becomes less than 90 degrees. 
Provided 0 does not fall below 65 degrees during flight, the magnification 
factor will not drop below 57. It can be seen from section 8.2 that this 
range of magnification is acceptable as the error introduced by the telemetry 

will then have little effect on the overall accuracy of the interferometer 
system. 

At this magnification ambiguities occur in the output from the 
interferometer receiver at intervals of approximately 6 degrees at normal 
incidence. A second method of attitude measurement is therefore necessary to 
resolve these ambiguities and in the case of the gyro-drift experiments this 
1s provided by the gyroscopes under test as the drift of the gyros is 
normally much less than the interval between ambiguities in the outputs from 
the interferometer receivers, i.e. the telemetered voltage from the ac pick- 
offs on the gyroscopes can be used to resolve the value of the integer n 

in expression (1). In practice the gyro outputs indicate whx,h six degree 
section of the graph shown xn Fig.8 1s to be used when the interferometer 
records are analysed. 

If a receiver is designed to give an output which 1s a function of the 
phase difference $ between the signals received at the two aerials of an 
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interferometer then It can be seen from express~.on (1) that the angle 8 
between the Interferometer base and the sight-lme from a transmitter can be 
obtained. If the rnterferometer base IS arranged to be parallel to the 

longitudrmal axs of a missile then the uterferometer angle 0 will def'lne 
the angle wh-Loh the missile axu makes with the sight-lme from the trans- 
m1tter. The musile axis will therefore lie along the surfaCe of a cone of 

semi-angle 0 havxng the sight-line from the transmitter to the rocket as 

axis. If the interferometer IS illuminated by a second transmztter then a 
second output from the ux'xrferometer receiver will define the positlon of 
the mzssde axis on the surface of a second cone. The utersection of the 
two cones gives the attitude of the muscle axis with one ambiguity which can 
be eliminated from a knowledge of the missile tiaJectory. IT a second 
musile-borne mnterferometer, with Its base length lying m a plane which 1s 
perpenduxlar to the misslle axis, 1s illuminated by erther of the two 

transmitters referred to above, the rotatron of the missile about Its 
longitudinal a.xxs can be determined and the attitude of the mlsslle is 

completely defmned. 

In order to determrne the continuously changing directions of the 
s.ght-lmes from the transmitters to the missile it IS necessary to record 
the missile traJectory and survey the positions of the two transmxtters 
accurately m terms of range co-orduates. 

3.2.2 Descrxptlon of the interferometer system 

The interferometer system for the Skylark rocket operates at X-band 
(9.5 Go/s approximately) and was designed and built at the Applied Electronxs 
Laboratories, G.E.C. Sta.unore. The "mterferometer-bay" of the missile which 
LS fltted with the uterferometer aeruls, waveguIdes and receivers IS shown 
in F3g.9. Awlal A0 1s common to the longltutinal interferometer (A0 A21 
arld the lateral rnterferometer (A0 A,). The base length of each interferometer 
1s 12 Inches, which 1s approximately 10 h at the operating frequency of the 
u%erferometer system. 

Flg.3 shows the bearings of Transmitter 1 (frequency 9560 MC/S) and 
Transmitter 2 (frecuency 954.0 MC/S) relative to the interferometer aerials 
!v:len the missile 1s m the launcher at Woomera. Both transrmtters are about 
25 mzles down-rame from the Skylark launcher and approximately 25 miles to i 
tic left and right (Transmitters 1 and 2 respectively) of the down-range 
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bearing through the launcher. The polar diagram of the aerial system of each 
transmitter 1s horlsontally polarised and has a beam width of about 8 degrees 

m asimuth and 38 degrees in elevation. This is sufficient to cover the 

wnole of the missile flight path during the propulsion phase. A null in the 
polar diagram, three degrees below the horizontal, minimises the effect of 
ground reflections at the interferometer receivers in the missile. 
Uninterrupted sight-lmes exist between the longitudinal interferometer 
aerials and both transmitters for a missile roll angle of 90 degrees. 
Transmitter 2 also illumina tes the lateral interferometer aerials throughout 
the same 90 degrees of roll. 

Each transrmtter is fitted with a power amplifier (Xi 3247 klystron, 
air and water cooled) which amplifies the signal generated by a cavity 
stabilzxd oscillator. The osolllator frequency can be set to an accuracy 
of +1CC kc/s and the maximum power output from the transmitter 1s 900 watts 
CE. Fig.40 shows the lnterlor of one of the SIX ton, air-conditioned 
trailers m which each transmitter 1s xnstalled. The positions of the 
transmitters and the Skylark launcher zn terms of range co-ordinates are given 

111 Appendix A. In the case of the transmitters, all measurements Bpe made 
from the range origzn to the throat of the horn aerial. The position of the 
launcher 1s taken as a point on the ground at the centre of the tripod 
structure which supports the launcher. 

A block diagram of a single-channel interferometer receiver is shown 
in Fig.11. The signals received at the two aerials from a ground based 
transmitter are out of phase by an angle # which depends on the missile 

attitude. Both signals are converted to an int&mediate frequency by 
mixing vmth a local oscillator signal. A microwave single side-band low 
frequency modulator is used to add 800 c/s (approximately) to the local 
osoillator signal fed to the mixer associated with aerial Ao' while the 
signal from the second aerial A2 is mixed directly with the local oscillator 

signal. The modulator also generates phase reference signals at the 
modulation frequency of 800 c/3. 

The si5xals from the two -rs are added and the result is an I.F. 
carrier which is amplitude modulated at the frequency of the single side-band 
modulator. l'hi3 is detected after amplification to give a signal at the 
modulator frequency (800 c/s approximately). A narrow-band low fhquency 

amplii"ier follows the detector to improve the signal to noise ratio at the 

. 
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phase sensrt3.w rectifiers. The phase &fference between the sxgnal from the 

detector and the reference signal generated by the single side-band modulator 
1s the phase dxWerence whxh exists between the signals received at the 
~-NO aerials (A0 and A2). The phase dlfference is obtained from two phase- 

sensltlve rectifiers m whxh the signal from the receiver IS compared with 
sme and cosme functions of the reference sxgnal. The voltage outputs from 

the phase-sensltlve rectifiers are proportional to the sine and cos~.ne of the 
phase angle 4. 

A second receiver channel is added to the A0 A2 interferometer by 
duplicating the equipment from the I.F. amplif~r onwards (Fig.12) because 

arigles relative to the sight-lines from two transmitters (1 and 2) are requued 
from the longltudlnal interferometer. The centre frequencxs of the two I.F. 
amplifiers connected to this xnterferometer are separated by 20 MC/S to avold 
mterfe-exe. One receiver operates at an I.F. of 60 MC/S and the other at 
43 MC/S. 

The lateral interferometer whwh IS formed by the common awlal A0 
and aerlal A, (Fig.9) measures the angle of the interferometer base relative 
to the sxght-line from Transmitter 2. A third receiver whxh operates at an 
I.?. of 40 MC/S 1s connected to this interferometer. 

The complete interferometer system is summar x&i rn Table 1. 

Table 1 

on missile 

TWO voltage outputs are obtained from each of the three interferometer 
receivers tabulated above. One is proportional to sin $ and the other is 
proportion to cos # so that the angle # is completely defined throughout 
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a phase change of 360 electrical degrees for each interferometer (see Note 
(il)). The six voltage outputs from the phase sensitive rectifiers are 
telemetered on separate charulels of telemetry sender 1. The ms.u.mum voltage 
output from the phase sensitive rectifiers is about 5 volts peak to peak and 
the interferometer system &s a whole has been designed to give usable voltage 
outputs of this order at missile altitudes of up to 100 000 feet. 

Four signals from the reference generator are connected, in turn, to the 
input of each of the low frequency amplifiers at intervals during flight so 

that phase shifts which may occur in the low frequency amplifiers are 
checked. These signals are in phase and in anti-phase with the two reference 

signals supplied to the phase sensitive rectifiers, i.e. e sin ot and r 
e r 00s cut (Fig.12). 

The range of magnification factors obtained from the longitudinal and 
lateral interferometers dwing the propulsion phase of the rocket flight is 
shown by the lzmits indxated in Fig.8. These are based on the assumptions 
that the rnterferometers ape fitted in a roll-stabilised head with a roll 
programme of 55 degrees superimposed, and that the launcher bearing and 
aerial positions at the roll datum are as shown in Fig.3. The method used 
to determine musile attitude from this information is given m more detail 
in Refs.5 and 6. 

3.3 Photographic method 

3.3.1 General description 

Tie attitude of a camera can be determined from a photograph taken by 
the camera in which two points of known co-ordinates can be identlfied7. If 
the camera is fitted in a missile and a system of accurately surveyed ground 
makers are arranged so that a series ofpictures of different pairs of markers 
are obtained as the rocket moves along its traJectory, then missile attitude 
can be derived from each frame of the recovered camera record provided the 
mzssile position at each exposure is known in terms of range co-ordinates. 

Cii~ Note 
When the telemetered outputs from each interferometer receiver are analysed 
the value of the phase angle $ is determined from the function of 4 which 
is changing at the higher rate. i.e. If the value of # is close to 0 or 
180 degrees sin $ is used, If closer to 90 or 270 degrees the value 1~ 
obtained from cos d. 

l 
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If the sight-line from a ground marker to the camera makes an angle p 
wzth the optical axis of the camera, and if the focal length 1s known, the 

ar?gle p can be determined by measuring the distance of the image from the 
centre point on the photograph whxh represents the optical axis of the 
OtUDSY3. The optIca axis can then be assumed to lie somewhere on the surface 
of a cone of semi-angle p having an axis given by the sight-lme from the 
mwS.le to the ground marker. A second angle and therefore a second oonxal 

surface ~TI which the optical axis of the camera must lie can be obtained 
from the image of a second ground marker. The lntersectlon of these two cones 

will give the attitude of the optxal ax1.s of the camera wxth one ambiguity 
which can be resolved from a knowledge of the vehicle traJeotory or from the 

photograph itself. Since the position of each ground marker on the photograph 
fixes the angular positlon of the camera about Its optuxl axis, the attitude 
oii the camera can be resolved. Muscle attitude follows from the attitude of 
the camera. The method of determining missile attitude from a camera record 
1s given in more &tad in Refs.6 and 7. 

3.3.2 Camera installation and operation 

Tne camera fitted in the vehicle (Fl17B aerial-survey camera) has a 
field of view of about 40 degrees in the planes whxh uclude the principal 
axes of the reguter plate (U. and V, Fig.lj), and a field of view of 
approtimately 55 degrees across the diagonals. The camera is fltted in the 

mxssxle as shown in Fig.14 so that it photographs a line of ground markers 
tkrough an aperture 111 the side of the vehicle during the propulsion phase. 
With the missile 111 the launcher the optical axis of the camera is arranged 
to lie in a vertical plane which includes the launcher besrlng 313 degrees 
(see Fig.3). A typical camera installation is shown III Fig.15. An access 
panel is provided XII the side of the "camera-bay" so that the film magazine 
can be changed wlthout moving the camera. 

The vehicle 1s fired in daylight and the camera runs continuously as a 
cme-camera. The method of photographIng ground markers from the missile 1s 
s:wwn dugrammatloally 111 Fig.16 which includes some of the ground markers 
referred to in section 7 and Appendix A. The total running time of the camera 
LS approximately 1 minute and one frame of the film 1s exposed every 
0.5 s-cond (approximately). The exposure tune 1s kept to a muuw.m to reduce 
iwvcment of each ground marker Image across the negative, due to motion of the 

wket, .uld so the f,xstest available shutter speed (l/400 second) 1s used. 
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With Kodak Plus X Aerographic fiLm and a haze fdter the smallest available 
aperture setting (f.22) was found to be appropriate for the ambient lighting 
conditions. 

3.3.3 Camera calibration 

To reduce the effect of film stretch and distortion in the optical system 
of the camera when the record is analysed, the camera IS fitted with a glass 
register plate which is engraved with a 1 cm grid of reseau marks (see Fig.13). 

The register plate is immediately in front of the film, and so these marks 
appear on each negative and provide a set of reference points from which the 
effect of film stretch (which may occur due to tension in the film as It is 

"wound-on" in flight) can be compensated. Distortion in the optical system 
of the camera is also measured at each of these points before the camera is 
used (see Appendix B), so that a correction can be applied to the data 
obtained from the film record. The attitude of negatives obtained from the 
camera record must be correlated with rocket axes. For this, additional 
identification marks (1.e. letters A and S, Fig.13) are engraved on the edges 
of the glass register plate, and after the camera has been fitted in the 
camera-bay, the complete unit 1s mounted on a machined surface and the 
attitude of the register plate 1s measured using height gauges, a clinometer 
and a travelling microscope. 

4 ROLL CONTROLUNIT 

The Skylark test vehicle is a fm-stabilised rocket which can roll in 

flight at roll rates of up to 1 rev/set. To csrry out the gyro-drift 
experiments it is necessary to provide the testrvehxle with a roll-stabdised 
head for the following reasons:- 

(a) A unidirect~onsl friction torque about the outer gimbal axis of a 
gyroscope due to the roll of a rocket about its longitudinal axis till cause 

a hzgh precession rate about the inner gimbal tis. Although of general 
interest, the drift of a gyroscope under these conditions is not representa- 
tive of the drift which will occur when the gyroscope forms part of an auto- 

pilot in a roll-stabilised vehicle. 

(b) The sight-lmes from the two ground based transmitters to the 
interferometer aerials on the missile must not be interrupted during powered 
flight by rotations of the vehxle about its longituhnal axis. 

‘ 
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(c) The ground markers, whxh are photographed from the missile during 
the motor burring phase, are set out along the down-range bearing through the 
launcher (304' 42.7', see Fig.3). It IS therefore necessary that this bean% 

shall remau wlthln the fxld of YEW of the camera during the propulsion 

period. Since the effect of lens distortlon is greater at the edges of the 

camera's field of view, it 1s also desxrable that the down-range bearing 

304' 42.7' shall remain somewhere near the centre of the field Of new Of the 

camera, 1.e. adJacent to the U, axis of the register plate. 

The lllumlnated slit fltted to the frame of each gyroscope must Con- 
tenuously scan the slotted vane attached to the outer gimbal so that datum 

pulses are transmitted at frequent intervals (see section 3.1). Thzs 1s 
achxved by supenmposmg a programmed oscillation about the roll axis of the 
roll-stabllxed head, hanng an amplitude of 5 degrees and a period of 

4 seconds. Thx partxular amplitude and frequency of oscillatxon was chosen 
because It gives an adequate sampling rate from the pick-off without havxng an 
adverse effect on the other systems of attitude measurement. 

The head of the mxssAz 1s supported on a stub-axle as shown in Fig.17 
so that it is free to rotate relative to the rocket motor. An electrically 
operated servo-motor 1s used to control the roll position of the head of the 
rnsslle by provldlng a drive between the rocket motor, with its relatively 
high monent of rnertxa m roll, and the stabilised head. The roll datum of 

the control system is convenrently deflned by the voltage output from the 
demodulator of the ac pxk-off fltted to the outer gunbal of one of the 

gyroscopes under test. (Yaw gyro,__posltion 1, Fig.3.) The initial design 
of the roll control unit is described m Ref.8. It was found necessary to 
murease the control torque available however, during the firing programme 
(see section 6). 

To protect the telemetry and Doppler aerials when the missile is in the 
launcher, the head of the vehicle 1s prevented from rotating relative to the 
rocket motor by a key which locks the head to the motor. The key is tripped 
odt of the locked position as the vehicle leaves the launcher. Roll control 
and the programmed osczllatlon of the head about the roll-axis of the missile 
does not commence until 3 seconds after launch. 

5 TELEMETRY, DOPPLER AND M.T.S. 

Trle complete head of the gyro-drift test vehicle is illustrated xn 
Fig.77. Not all the instrumentation shown was carried by vehxles fired early 
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in the programme (see section 6). In its final form, the rocket is fitted 

with two R.A.E. sub-miniature telemetry transmxtters. A 24-channel 85 c/s 

multiplexing switch is included in sender I (frequency 453 MC/S) which is 

arruged to telemeter the voltage outputs from the ac pxk-offs and photo- 

electric pick-offs fitted to the two gyroscopes under test. Interferometer 

measul-ements transmitted by thu sender rnclude the voltage outputs propor- 

tlonal to sin $ and ccs 6 from each of the three interferometer receivers, 
and the skin temperature between the aerials of each interferometer (so that 
a correction can be applied for expanslcn of the base length due to the effect 
of kinetic heating). Telemetry channels are also provided for monitoring the 
operation of the roll control unit and for transmitting the voltage outputs 
from transducers such as rate gyroscopes and accelerometers. 

Telemetry transmitter 2 (frequency 443 MC/S) comprises a smgle-channel 
sender whxh 1s used to monitor the operation of the shutter of the camera 
fltted m the vehrcle. A voltage pulse generated by an electro-magnet, each 
time the shutter operates, 1s telemetered so that it is possible to correlate 
each frame mth a particular instant m time. The camera is also arranged to 
photograph a light source when the missile is stationary III the launcher so 
that the datum frame, as the rocket begins to move, can be located on the 
recovered camera record. (The camera 1s started at 8 seconds before launch.) 

Since traJectory data for the experiment is only req&.red during the 
motor burning phase whzch normally terminates at an altitude of 70000 ft 

(approxunately), thu can be obtained from optuXL trackers. A Doppler 
transponder has been fitted in some rockets however so that traJectory data 
co;ild also be obtained from multi-station Doppler. To aid recovery of the 
instrumented head and camera, an M.T.S. beacon (see Note (iii)) is also 
fitted in the vehule to give long range traJectory information and indicate 
the position of the impact point of the head. 

6 SU!dURYQFFIRjI'GS 

Two gyroscopes under test, an interferometer-bay and a parachute recovery 
system were fitted to the roll-stabilised head of each Skylark rocket 

Note (iii) 

The M.T.S. beacon forms part of a hfissile Tracking System which 1s used at the 
Woomera rocket range. 
(appro-tely). 

The system operates at a wavelength of 6.5 cm 
. 



1.e. SL 27 to SL 32. fk-.a separation from the rocket motor was arranged to 

t&ke place at 168 seconds after launch in each case. Ad&tuna1 mstrwnenta- 
tion fitted in the heads of these vehicles and the principal characteristxs 

of the roll conCro1 units are even below m the order of frrlng (see Table 2). 

Table 2 

Not fitted 

During the fumg programme it was found necessary to uxrease the 

maximum torque avtilable from the roll control unit. The effect of lncreasug 
the torque was to reduce the bandmath of the control system and therefore 
reduce the max~~~um roll rate of the rocket motor lvhvhlch could be cancelled by 
t,,e roll control Lrn;. To ensure that the roll rate of the motor did not 
exceed ?he fzgwe g=ven in Table 2, fin assemblxs were selected for all 
b&~cles fIred after SL 28 to give them a predxted maximum roll rate of less 

tl!an 0.1 rev/set. Telemetry transducers such as rate gyroscopes and 
acc~~lerometcrs whxh were also fitted m these vehicles are not tabulated 
ShOV3. 

7 GRSUND MMKERS FOR THE F'HOTOGMPHIC M3THO3 

Ten ground markers for the photographrc method of measuring missile 
~~lt~tuae were set out along the down-ga.lge bemIng jc&' 42.7' (see Flg.3) so 
t!lat at least two markers would appear in each photograph. Two extra sites, 
4-4 aQd 7A were also InChLea as "Sequence Identlficatlon" markers so that each 
bite could be rden+lfled On the recorrered camera record. Each ground -ker 
/ 3s z.n the form of a Cross (white in colour) which measured 80 ft from tip to 
hp. The posItIon of each site is oven m Appendix A. 
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3 ACCURACY OF THE INSTRDMENTAT IoNsYSTEf~s 

During the oourse of the work every effort was made to assess the 
expected accuracy of the systems of measuring missile attitude in Order to 

ensure that the errors in the photographic and interferometer methods wOLiLd 

be much less than the gyro-drift to be measured. 

Drift of the spin-axis of the GW5 Mk.3 gyroscope during the accelera- 

tion period of the SkyLwk rocket was estimated to be about 50 src minutes 
and the majority of the drift was expeoted to occur about the outer gimbal 
.axm of the gyroscope (see seotzons 1 and 2). It was therefore necessary to 

ens'ure that the resolution of the instrumentation systems was considerably 
better than 50 arc minutes; particularly z.n the case of attitude measurement 

about the roll axis of the missile. 

8.1 mosoope outputs 

Two types of pick-off are fitted to the gimbals of the GW5 Mk.3 

gyroscope as described in section 3.1. 

(a) Photo-electric pick-off 

The accuracy of the telemetered data obtained from the photo-electric 
pick-off fitted to the outer gimbal of the gyroscope depends upon the pulse 

shape shown in Fig.6. The voltage output from the pick-off is transmitted 
on three channels of telemetry sender 1 so that at least 10 samples of each 
pulse are telemetered. Since the base length of each pulse represents 
approximately 20 arc minutes, the peak of the pulse can be resolved to an 
acclu-acy of about ?I arc minute. 

-(b) ac pick-off 

Both the inner and outer gimbals of the gyroscope are also fitted with 
ac picktoffs and demodulators. The trajectory of the vehicle is such that a 
heading change in pitch of up to 12 degrees (approximately) can take place 
between the attitude of the missile in the launcher, when the gyroscopes are 
unoaged, and the attitude of the missile at motor burn-out. Full modulation 
of the telemetry system occurs at input signals of 23 volts, so the sensitivity 
of the demodulators is set at 0.25 volt/degree in order that the system will 

not saturate before the end of the acceleration period. 

The error due to non-linearity of the telemetry modulator is within 

?I% of the full scale deflection of 24 degrees (160 kc/s to 130 kc/s), and 



reading errors associated with the interpretation of the telemetry record are 
also less than +I%, therefore the accuracy of the data from thu pick-off 1s 
wfthrn Xi'1 arc minutes. By ccnsu3ering se-veral samples and smoothing the 

data It is possxble 'cc greatly reduce the reading erx?o~ and an accuracy Of’ 

apprommately ?I5 arc minutes is achxwed. 

8.2 Interferometer s.ystem 

Both systematic and random errors occur in the measurements obtained 
from the mterfero-neter system. Of the former, only the error due to the 

3 milli-second time delay in the phase sensitive rectifiers (see Fig.12 and 
Rof.10) 1s thought to be of signlfxance. Appendx C shows est-imztes of the 

3 ~7 values of the random errors 111 the steady-state, assuai&g normal 
distrlbutlons. Telemetry non-lztnearlty errors and reading errors of 21% 

(see sectun 8.1) are each equivalent to attitude errcrs of +2 arc minutes 

with the partxular scalings adopted for the truLs (see Note (iv)). The 
steady-state errors of the uterferometer system (Appendix C) and the errors 
introduced by the telemetry therefore amount to approximately %5 arc mmutes. 

Tw llm~',ed frequency respo~e of the receivers has negllgrble effect on 
the accuracy of the voltage outputs from the two recezvers connected to the 

longitudual Interferometer, because rocket heading angles change relatively 

slomly. Thus the maxunum error 111 the telemetered data from these receivers 

is approximately +5 arc mmui;es. However, the voltage outputs from the 

lateral interferometer receiver are affected by the higher angular rates 
caused by the programmed oscillatxon m roll. With an amplitude of 5 degrees 

and a period of 4 seconds, the maxiwum angular velocity of the head 1s 
0.14 rad/sec (approximately). At this roll rate, the time delay of 

3 mills-seconds 111 the phase sensltxve rectifiers of the receiver causes an 
addrtional measuring error of 1.4 arc mmutes. Therefore the total error 
(steady-state plus dynamx) zn the data from the lateral interferometer may 
reach approximately ~6.5 arc mmutes. 

Since the voltage outputs from the interferometer receivers give a full scale 
deflection of the telemetry system for a phase change of 180 degrees at the 
interferometer aeruls, a 1% change in the telemetry signal represents a phase 
change of 2 degrees (approximately) o: a change m missile attitude of 
2 arc minutes. (A phase angle $ of abwt 45 degrees was considered where 
sin $4 and 00s $ are changing at the same rate.) 
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8.3 Photographic method 

The main sources of error associated with the photographic method of 
deterrmnzng musile attitude are as follows:- 

(a) Spot size. 

(i) Size of image on the film. 
(li) Elongatxon of image due to movement of the camera during 
exposure of the film. 

(b) DIstortion introduced by the optical system of the camera. (Effect 

reduced by calibration.) 
(c) Film stretch caused by "wind-on" mechanism. 
(d) Errors in the measurement of oamera attitude in the missile. 

(e) Errors in estimating the direction of sight-lines from ground 
makers to the missile. 

(17) Refraction of .%&t-lines. 

Spot size 

To achieve mazumun accuracy the image size on the film must be kept as 

near as possible to the minimum readable image. 

(i) Size of ima= on film 

The size of a ground marker which appears on the film record depends 
upon the angle subtended at the camera by the ground marker. This depends in 

turn upon the altitude of the rocket. A resolution of better than to.05 mm 
s'rlould be possible for all frames taken above an altitude of 15000 ft. Since 

the focal length of the Williamsoil 1173 camera is approldmately 15 cm the error 
in fixing the angular position of the image on the film record should be 
better than +I sro minute. 

(ii) Elongation of image 

Elongation of the image is due to angular motion of the optical axis of 
the camera during an exposure. With a duration of 2 milli-seoonds for the 
exposure, the following expressions apply7. 

Angular error due to forward velocity = 9 sro minutes 

An,dar error due to roll = 43R arc minutes 

w!lere V = forward velocity of misrule (ft/seo) 
S = length of sight-line (ft) 
R = angular velocity of head (rev/sea). 

(3) 

(4) 
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Considering a forward velocity of 2000 ft/sec at an altitude of 15000 ft 
then from expression (3), the angular error due to forward. velocity 2 1 arc 
rmnute * 

The maximum angular velocity of the camera due to the programmed 
osoxllatlon superimposed on the roll-stabilised head (see section 8.2) 

0.14 = 5 rev/set. 

Hence from expression (4) the maxxmum error due to the angular velocity 

O.-I4 of the head = k43 x -gq- arc minutes 5 51 arc mmute. 

Distortion introduced by the optical system of the camera 

The effect o? dxstortion is reduced by using a grid of reseau marks on 
the register plate of the camera (see Fig.13) and calibrating the optIcal 
system of the camera at each of these marks as desorlbed in section 3.3.3 and 

Appendix B. The maximum error z.n the rectangular co-ordmnates (U, and V,, of 
esch reseats mcxrk depends upon the accuracy of the marks on the master plate 
from which the reguter plate was engraved. In the case of the regxter plate 
fitted m the Willximson 117% camera, these errors do not exceed 53 mxrons. 

If' it 1s assumed that the reseau marks provide a 1 cm reference grid 
whe:l the film is analysed, the maximum error introduced at each reseau mark 

= + 0.008 x 57.3 x 60 
150 

arc minutes 

= _+ 0.18 arc minutes. 

Film stretch 

The resew marks which appear on each frame of the film record provide a 
szt of reference pouts whxh are used to reduce the effect of optxal dxtor- 
tlon (see section 3.3.3 and Appendix B). They also reduce the effect of film 
stretch due to terlslon in the film as It is "wound-on" in flight. Film stretch 
wuch is not constant per uut length of film may still take place between 
ailJW%lt reseau marks however. An error may therefore be introduced when the 
posItIon of an image on the film is determined by interpolating between reseau 
mcirks. The variation m f&n stretch is not known accurately but the best 
estimate which can be made indicates an error of t2.5 arc minutes. 

Mcanurement of camera attitude in the muscle 

T,e camera 1s fltted 3n the camera-ba:r of the muscle as described LII 
scctlon 3.3.2 and Illustrated m Flgs.14 and 15. The camera-bay 1s then 
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mounted on a machined surface which is horiaontal to within to.75 arc minute 

and the attitudes of the principal axes of the register plate are recorded. 

A clinometer, travelling microscope and height gauges are used for these 
measurements. The emo~ in determining the attitude of the camera register 

plate relative to the missile axes from these measurements is approximately 
+I arc mmnute. 

Errors in estimating the direction of sight-lanes 

In order to obtain missile attitude from any pair of ground markers 
which appear on a given frame of the camera record., it is necessary to know 
the direction of the sight-lines from the ground markers to the rocket. 
The positions of the ground markers are known from survey data to an accuracy 
of +3 ft in terms of range co-ordinates (see Appendix A). The position of 

the vehicle is required for a range of altitudes from 5000 ft to 75OW ft 
where motor burn-out occurs and. acceleration ceases. This is determined from 
kinetheodolite and multi-station Doppler data, and it is estimated that over 
the greater part of this traJectory the directions of the sight-lines will be 
known to an accuracy of better than +I arc minute. 

Refraction of sight-lines 

Estimates of the refraction of the sight-lines, based on a standard 
atmosphere have been made and these indicate that the error introduced by 
this source is not likely to exceed ?3 arc minutes. 

V the individual errors quoted above are assumed to represent 3 c 
values of normal distributions, the accuracy of the photographic data 
from which missile attitude can be derived is better than k4.5 arc minutes. 

9 GYROSCOPE TEST EQUIP~NTS 

(a) At R.A.E. (Farnborough, U.K.1 

Two gyro test equipments are available in Space Department, R.A.E. The 
first comprises a horizontal platform which can be oscillated about vertical 
and horizontal axes. When a gyroscope is mounted on the platform the inner 
and outer gimbal bearings are exercised simultaneously so that stiction in 
the bearings is el iminated during a drift test. Because an oscillation having 
an amplitude of 5 degrees and a period of 4 seconds is applied to the gyro- 
scopes about their outer gimbal axes in the rocket (see section 4) a simi.l~ 
oscillation is applied to each gyroscope during laboratory tests. At the 
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s:ame time an oscillation having an amplitude of 3.5 degrees and a period of 
4 seconds 1s applied to the gyroscope about the inner gimbal axis. The drift 
of the spin-e&s of the gyroscope is recorded during the test by reflecting a 
bean of light from a mirror fixed to the mner gimbal of the mstrument (see 
seotlon 2). 

n 

The second type of test equipment comprises a rotatmg wedgeL on whloh 

the gyroscope is mounted (the wedge angle is nomally set between 0 and 
5 degrees to the horizontal plane). The wedge is rotated about a vertxal 

axis in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction at speeds of up to 6 degrees 
per second. Thm equipment shows the effect of unidirectional rotation of the 
g;rroscope about the inner and outer gimbal axes, on the drift characteristic 

of the mstrument. With the wedge angle set at zero degrees the equlpmellt 
becomes a horizontal turn-table. The drxft of the gyroscope is recorded by 
using the optical equipment referred to above, but since the frame and cover 

of the gyro rotate about the outer gimbal axis it is necessary to replace the 
light alloy cover with a perspex oover. 

(b) At W.R.E. (Australia) 

. 
Similar test equipments, constructed at R.A.E., are used for exercxzing 

and reoordmg the drift characteristics of the gyroscopes at Salisbury and 
Woomera W.R.E. Each equipment oomprmes a horizontal platform which forms 
part of a 45 degree wedge as shown diagrammatically in Flg.18. A shaft 
inclined at 45 degrees to the horizontal supports the wedge and is dm.ven 
through gears by an electrx motor so that It oscillates about Its 
longituainal axis. This imparts au-osolllatlon to the platform about vertrcal 
and horizontal axes contained within a vertical plane through the shaft 
(Fig.18). The equxpment was developed so that a complete mterferometer-bay 
could be mounted on the platform after the gyroscopes have been fitted, so 
that the drift characteristics of the mstruments can be measured under 1 g 
conditions after mstallation. Any change in the drift characteristics can 
therefore be determined until the bay is fitted to the rocket. If a single 

gyroscope is under test, drift is measured by using optical equipment as 
shown in Fig.18. This 1s not possible if a complete interferometer-bay is 
mounted on the test equipment and it is then necessary to use the voltage 
outputs from the ao pick-offs on the gyroscopes. 

l 
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With the interferometer-bay in the position it occupies in the launcher 
(mirror of gyroscope in position 2 facing bearing 313 degrees as in Fig.3) 
an oscillatxon of +7 degrees having a period of 4 seconds is applied to the 
driving shaft so that oscillations of approximately -+5 degrees are applied 
about the outer gimbal axes of the gyroscopes and t3.5 degrees about their 
xnner ambal axes. (This condition was chosen because the programmed 
oscillation of lr5 degrees superimposed on the roll-stabdised head of the 
rocket causes a similar oscillation about the outer gimbal. axes of the 

gyroscopes durwg flight.) Several gyro-drift tests, each of five minutes 
duration, are carried out in this manner. Additional tests are also oon- 
duoted using the same oscillation period (4 seconds) but with the motion of 

the driving shaft reduced to an amplitude of 2 degrees. This applies 
oscillations of approximately 9.4 degrees about the outer gimbal axes of 
the gyroscopes aud +I degree about their inner gimbal axes when the bay is 
ul the position described above. This moairied test applies oscillations 
about the inner gimbal axes of the gyroscopes which approximate more closely 
to the flight condition. 

(c) Tvpicsl test results 

Gyroscopes used during the programme were tested on each of the test 
equipments described above. Some of the results obtained from the instruments 
fitted in Skylark SL 28 are given in Table 3 as examples. The data show 
drift rates recorded when using the test equipment described in section 9 (b) 
above. (An earth rate correction has been applied to the results.) 

3 3 Table Table 

Drift rate of spin axis 
(degrees/hour) 

. 
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Table 4 shows results obtained from the same lnstrunents when tested on 

the rotating wedge (see section 9 (a)) with the wedge angle set at aer0 degree3 

so that the equipment became a horxontal turn-table. Each gyroscope was 

mounted on the test eqlupment in turn with the spm-axis polntlng “mxmoi” 

north" and the outer gimbal axis in line with the axu of rotation of the 

table. The turn-table was then driven in an anti-clockvnse dnxC’GlOn when 

v~~ewed from above the gyroscope and the follorv~ng drift rates about the 

mner gimbal axis were recorded. 

Table 4 

W-0 Rotation rate 
of turn-table 

Drift rate 

number (degrees/second) (degrees/hour) 

3 59.5 (mm-or down) 
B.S. 7 

6 51.2 (mm-or down) 

3 93.5 (mror down) 
R.S. 15 

6 77.3 (mirror down) 

1 \I FLIGHT RESULTS 

The analysu of telemetry records and the calculation of mrssile 

attitude and gyro-dnf't from flight data was earned out at the Applied 

ELectronxs LaboratorIes, G.E.C. Stanmore. 

The attitude of each mxsile was measured in the launcher4 with respect 

to the reference axes shown u Fig.19. An example of missde attitude at 

lauch is given by the following data from Skylark SL 32 

Pitch angle y = +88' 20.4' 
Yaw angle P = -5' 25.4' 
Roll angle a = +171° 22.9' (PositIon of 

longltuduzl datum line on the 

rocket.) 

The acceleration of each rocket during powered flight was obtained from 

optical tracking data. A typical record whxh shows acceleration as a f'unctlon 

of time (from Skylark SL 31) 1s given in Flg.20. 

Attitude of the head of each rocket was computed at intervals of 

0.2 second (approximately) from the interferometer data and from the voltage 
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outputs of the ac pick-offs on the gyroscopes (Ref.6 Appendix H). A refraction 
correction was applied in addition to the skin temperature correction when 

attitude was derived from interferometer data. Attitude in pitch, yaw and 

roll obtarned from the gyroscopes and interferometers fitted in Skylark SL 32 
is given in Figs.21 to 24 as an example. Because ambquitles occur 111 the 

outputs from the interferometer receivers at intervals of approximately 
6 degrees, mean pitch and yaw angles calculated from trajectory data are 
also included in Figs.21 and 22 to show that the ambiguities have been 

correctly resolved. 

Gyro-drift was calculated by using a computer program to compare 
attitude obtained from the two gyroscopes with attitude obtained from inter- 
ferometer data which was used as a reference. Drift was computed at times of 
zero outer gimbal angle on the yaw gyroscope (position 1, Fig.3) as defined 
by the photo-electric pick-off i.e. about every 2 seconds (see Note (v)). 
The voltage output of the ac pick-off was used to provide data from the 

outer gimbal of the pitch gyroscope (posltion 2, Flg.3) but an "in-flight" 
calibration obtained from the photo-electric pick-off was used to interpret 
these results; giving an estimated accuracy of within -+3 arc minutes. 

Informatun from the inner gimbals of the gyroscopes was obtained from the 
ac pick-offs. 

Typical total drifts from launch of the spin-axes of the gyroscopes 
tested are shown in Figs.25 and 26 (from Skylark SL 27) and Figs.27 and 28 
(from Skylark SL 32). The mean gyro drift rates during the acceleration 
period of Skylark SL 27 were obtained from Figs.25 and 26 and are summarised 
in Table 5. (An earth rate correction has been applied to the results.) 

Note (~1 
Although It is stated in section 3.1 that a pulse is obtained from the photo- 
electric pick-off on the outer @mbaLL of each gyroscope every 0.5 second, 
the time available for analysis purposes was only sufficient to allow gyro- 
drift to be determined each time a datum pulse was generated by the photo- 
electric pick-off on the yavr gyroscope (position I, Fig.3). 
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Table 5 

Gyro number Gimbal axis Msan drift rate of s 
( dk?fpeS/hOU-P 

111-s.x=s 

R.S. 9 Inner (yaw) 85.6 (mirror down) 
(Pos3.tion I) outer (roll) 31.0 (mirror right) 

R.S. 16 Inner (pitch) 35.6 (mirror down) 
(Pos1tx.on 2) outer (roll) 45.5 (mirror left) 

Faulty roll-stabilisation caused the head of the missile to rotate with 
the rocket motor in certain flrulgs. Thu gave higher drirt rates about the 
dinner gLmbal axes of the gyroscopes, as indicated by the results from 
Skylark SL 28 (Table 6), where the head rotated m an anti-clockwise direct&on 

(viewed from the nose) at approxunately 1 revolution per second. An earth 
rate correction has been applxed to the results shown 111 Table 6. 

Table 6 

Gyro number Gunbal axis Mean &tit rate of s 
(degrees/hour7 

in-axx 

B.S. 7 Inner (yaw) 442.0 (mirror down) 
(Posltzon 1) ' outer (roll) 44.0 (mirror left) 

R.S. 15 Inner (pitch) 620.0 (mirror down) 
(Position 2) outer (roll) 33.5 (mirror left) 

1 I 
_- 

In the case of rockets fitted with an aerial-survey camera, a total of 
approximately 110 frames were exposed by the camera after launch at intervals 

of about 0.5 second. The last frame was usually taken from an altitude of 
approximately 180 Ooo ft at about +75 seconds. A photograph of ground markers 
taken from an altitude of 7030 ft (approximately) by the camera fitted in 
Skylark SL 32 is given in Flg.29. The optxal calibration of the camera and 
a correction for camera attitude in the rocket were included when attitude 
was derived from the film record as described in Ref.6 (Appendix J). Pitch, 

yaw and roll attitudes of the head of Skylark SL 32, obtained from the 
camera record, at-e shown in Figs.21 to24. 
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II DlXXJSSIOE OF RESULTS 

Because data is only obtained at intervals of 0.5 second from the 
camera record, the photographic method of attitude measurement was used 
primarily as a check on the results from the interferometer system which 
provides a data rate limited only by the telemetry samplrng switch. Certm 
differences occurred between missile attitude obtained from the mterfero- 
meter system and missile attitude obtained from the photographic method. 
Pitch attitudes of Skylark SL 31 from interferometer and camera data show a 
difference of about 0.6 degree although yaw and roll attitudes obtained from 

the two systems are in close agreement. In the case of Skylark SL 32, yaw 
attitudes obtained from the two systems show a difference of 0.3 degree but 
there is close agreement in pitch and roll. These differences could be due 
to normal incidence errors associated with the interferometer receivers, 
errors in determining camera attitudes relative to missile axes or a combina- 

tion of both. 

Comparisons between missile attitude obtained early in flight from the 
interferometers and gyroscopes suggested an error in the normal incidence 
calibration of the interferometers. Since incremental drift from some 
arbitrary datum in flight is used when drift rates are determined, this 

error is not important provided it remains constant. Long term stability 
checks on the normal incidence calibration of the interferometers, carried 
out at G.E.C. Stanmore, have shown changes of less than 1 arc minute in the 
outputs from the receivers over periods considerably longer than the complete 
flight time of the Skylark rocket, and so the effect of this error on the 
determination of gyro-drift rates is considered to be negligible. 

A continuous record of drift rate and a close correlation with accelera- 
tion could not be obtained from the gyro-drift data because it was not possible 
to obtain an accurate estimate of drift rate during periods which were short 
compared with the complete experiment (about 30 seconds). This was due to 

the scatter associated with the data and because a measurement of gyro-drift 
was obtained only every 2 seconds. The mean drift rate recorded and the mean 
acceleration of each rocket was therefore used when "in-flight" drift rates 

were compared with results recorded during pre-flight tests. 

Faulty operation of the roll control units fitted to two rockets 
(Skylarks SL 28 and SL 30) caused the x&mwmented heads to rotate during 

flight. The very high drift rates of the gyroscopes about their inner gimbal 
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axes (e.g. see Table 6) is thought to be due to the combined effects Of mlsslle 
acceleration and unidirectional frlotxon torques in the outer gimbal bearings. 
Gyro-drift results recorded under these conditions were compared with ground 
test results obtained from the gyroscopes by using the turn-table equipment 
described in section 9 (a). (Wedge angle zero degrees and rate of rotation 

approximately 6 degrees per second in the appropriate direction.) 

12 CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained from twelve gyroscopes tested during the flight 
programme (Skylarks SL 27 to SL 32)12'13'14 show that drift rates about their 
inner gimbal axes could be predxted from ground tests. Results from eight 

gyroscopes show that the mean value of the outer gimbal friction torque 
riloreased to between 1.13 and I.@+ times the value that would be reached if 
the friction torque remained directly proportional to acceleration. These 
values compare fawurably wxth factors of from 1.25 to 1.31 derived from a 
typIca bearing characterutuz and the mean acceleration of each vehicle. 
Flight records of short duration (15 seconds and 12.5 seconds) obtained in two 
other oases (gyroscopes R.S. 14 and R.S. 25 respectively) each gave a factor 
of 2.1 but these are not consrdered to be as representative as those quoted 
above. Only 111 the remauung two experiments was It found impossible to 
correlate ground test results with drift rates whxh occurred in flight and 
this was because the "in-flzght" drift took place in the opposite dire&Ion 
to that expected from ground test results. When drift rates about the -er 
gimbal axes of the gyroscopes obtained from ground test results were compared 

with flight results, It was noted that the ?5' oscillation about the outer 
gimbal axis of each gyro gave a closer correlation with the "in-flight" drift 
rate than the smaller amplitude of oscillation (il.4'). This was expected 
because the effect of outer gimbal friction torques in flight is more 
accurately simulated, m the 1 g condltlon, by an oscillation which has the 
same amplitude (and frequency) as the programme superimposed on the roll- 
stabllxed head (25' about the rollaxls). 

Eight of the twelve gyroscopes tested drifted about their outer gLmbs,l 
axes dwlng flight in the dlreotion predlcted. In five of these eight 
e~erlments the drift rate was mthin 231% of the drift rate predicted from 

ground test results and in one of the remainin g three cases no results were 
avaIlable from the test equipment at W.R.E. which simulates the flight con- 
dltlon. Four of the twelve gyroscopes tested drifted about their outer grmbal 
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axes in the opposite direction to that expected, so no correlation was 
possible. A drrft characteristic which rem-s stable during transportation 
LS a prerequisite in obtaining correlation between ground test results an& 
"~-flight" drift rate and towards the end of the programme there was some 
unavoidable deterloraticn in this respect. The effects of mass unbalance snd 

inner gimbal friction torques on drift rates about the outer gimbal axes 

could not be sepsrated because the difference between each effect actxng alone 
d1.1.3 not exceed about 12% of the total drift rate 12 . Drift rates appeared to 

be controlled mdy by friction torques however because correlation with 
ground tests depended on selecting results obtained by using the more 
representative "in-flight" osoillatzon about the inner gimbal axes of the 

gyroscopes (23O). 

Anisoelastic effects whloh cause drift rates proportIona to the square 

of the acceleration dxI not appear to affect the gyroscopes tested during 
this progravxne because there was no obvious zncrease m draft rates during 
perlods of peak acceleration. This is possibly because the direction of the 
applied acceleration was practxally parallel to one of the principal axes 
of the gyroscopes (outer gxnbal axis). 
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Appendix A 

POSITIONS OF THE SKYLARK LAuNC;W, TRA?WtlITI'ERS 1 AND 2 
AND GROUND MARKERS INRANGECO-ORDINKl!FS 

The position of an ObJect is defined with reference to the range origm 
in terns of the follomng co-ordinates:- 
Y = Dxstance measured down-range (bearmg 304' 42.7'). 
X = Distance measured across-range (positive direction, bearing 34' 42.7'). 

Z = Height above the range origin. 

(a) Positions of the Skylark launcher and Transmitters 1 and 2. 

site 
(A (A (4 

Skylark launcher 7 -173 -a 

Transmtter 1 (Coondambo site) 141 904 -151 599 49 

Transmitter 2 (P.5 ate) 136 14.4 III 4.08 -122 

(b) Posdxons of ground markers for the Photographic Method of 
measurkg missile att ;itude. 

r 
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Appendix B 

CALIBRATION OF TEE OPTICAL SYSTEM OF THE CAMERA 

Calibration of the camera 1s carried out by the manufacturer. The posi- 
tlon of the lens is set at Its focal length from the plane of the film 
adJacent to the register plate and the filter is fltted. The camera IS then 

mounted on a gonioneter with the optxal axis horizontal so that rotation of 
the camera about a vertical axis can be measured on a horizontal scale. (The 
camera can also be rotated about the optxxl axis.) The reseau marks on the 
regxter plate are viewed through the optical system of the camera by means 
of a fured collimator fitted with cross--es. 

To check the radial distortion of the sight-lime from a particular reseau 

ma-k the camera is set up wx.th the radius betmen the reseau mark and the 
titersection of the two princx.pal axes, U, and V, (Fig.13) horizontal. The 
angle throtigh which the camera must be turned to align first the selected 
reseau mark and then the optical axis of the camera with the cross-w-es in 
the collimator is then measured and compared with the value calculated from a 

knowledge of the focal length of the lens and the kno-nm position of the reseau 
mark on the register plate. Any departure from the calculated value 1s a 
measure of radial distortion. A measurement of distortion in a direction 
perpendicular to radial distortion (tangential distortion) is also obtained 
from the gonlometer at each reseau mark and the two measurements are resolxd 
to give distortion parallel to the two principal axes of the register plate 
(U, and V,, Fig.13). These values are plotted so that the effect of distor- 
tion between the reseau marks can be obtaIned by interpolation. 

The reseau marks provide a nominal 1 cm grid of reference points. Errors 
111 the positxon of each reseau mark are known from measurements taken off the 
master grid from which the reaster plate was engraved. The msxunun error in 
the position of each reseau mark is 8 microns. Suce the error in the nominal 
positlon of each reseau maxk is known the actual posltlon of the reseau mark 
is used when optxal distortion is calculated from measurements obtained from 
the goniometer. 
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Appendix C 

SUMMARY OF THE SOURCES OF ERBOR ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE INTERFERomm SYSTENI 

Soui%e of error Remarks 
Estimated 

errors (arc 
nrmutes) 

Variations 3.n A change of 25 MC/S is required to Negligible 
transmitter frequency g3.m an error of 1 at-0 minute. 

Transmitter frequency IS cavity 
controlled with temperature 
compensatlon9. 

Multiple reflections Checked". No significant effect. Negligible 
from fins 

Error on knowledge of Mlsslle positiondetermined bykine- ?I 
sight-lines from trans- theodolites and multi-station 
mitter to missile at Doppler. Accurate data only 
any instant required to an altitude of 75000 ft. 

Refraction of sight- Refraction correction applxd is +3 
line at X-band based on standard atmosphere. 
frequencies (Unpublished work by G.E.C. 

stanmore.) 

Mechanxal distortxon Expansion of the interferometer base Negligible 
of the znterferometer length in flight due to a change in 
base temperature will affect the cali- 

bration. The aerials are mounted 
rigxdly and the temperature of each 
interferometer base IS telemetered 
so that a correction can be 
applled6t9. 

Phase modulation of Should not occur since sight-lmes Negligible 
R.F. from transmitters are almost normal to the missile 
by motor flame axis. 

Variations 111 the 
smplltude of the 
signals from the 
reference generator 
(Flg.12) 

The voltage outputs from the phase 
sensitive rectifiers ~111 change 
if the amplitude of the reference 

This effect 1.3 signals vary. 
checked dur 

7 
flight by frequent 

calibrations see se&non 3.2.2 
and Ref.9). 

21 

Random varlatlons 111 Noise etc. Not attributed to any +2 
receiver performance partxxhr part of the receivery. 
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